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This new edition of The Political Dynamics of American Education is a major revision of the most widely used text in the politics of education. The authors have devised an original conceptual framework to organize and chart the increasingly complex political web of American education. These competing forces of challenge and steady state now affect all levels of policymaking and administration. Combined, these conflicting forces constitute the “dynamic” nature of American education.

The fourth edition of The Political Dynamics of American Education places more emphasis on school choice, reflecting the political conflict and stress evident in recent reform challenges. The authors expand both on the current increase in local political activity and on the external context of local schools to analyze the political momentum behind education standards. At the same time, the limits of both deregulation and centralized strategies are stressed as academic standards policies confront complex local politics.

The most contemporary issues are treated: the 2008 election, politics of charter schools, mayoral control, and the evolutionary politics of NCLB. Each chapter covers the latest school politics research and reviews new “political” research dimensions and the current state of education politics scholarship.

This text is designed in part for practitioners involved in education—administrators, teachers, state officials, and lay groups. It will also be valuable to scholars of educational administration, political science, and sociology because of its comprehensive framework and extensive synthesis of current research.

CONTENTS

Part I: Concepts and Historical Perspectives
1. Overview of the Education Political System. Describes the forces that have caused increased political conflict in schools. Overviews the political systems theory and how it relates to the book. Provides the organizational and conceptual basis for the volume. 2. Conflict, Politics, and Schools. Discusses the challenges that produce conflict in schools today.

Part II: Politics at the Local Level
3. The Origins and Agents of School Demands. Presents the concept of interest groups and the nature of conflict, coalition, and formation of educational groups. Explores the influence of the media on school politics. 4. School Policy Access: Elections and Referenda. Examines the relationship of school board elections, community power, and political participation to school policies and politics.


7. The Chief Administrator as Professional and Politician. Explores the role of the superintendent as both a professional educator and politician. Describes superintendent behavior amidst educational change. 8. The Micropolitics within Schools. Examines the politics within the local schools, describes interactions between citizens and professionals, looks at the role of the principal, and considers teachers as political actors.

Part III: State, Federal, and Judicial Politics
9. The History and Evolution of the State Role in Education Policy. Examines the growing state role in education and describes state policymaking. 10. The State Political Process. Presents the key participants and institutions involved in policymaking. 11. Politics of Federal Aid. Examines the evolution of the federal role in education and federal financing. 12. Court Functions amid Conflict over Change. Shows the increased impact of the courts on educational policymaking and examines litigation as a political strategy and the limits of judicial influence.

Part IV: Current Political Controversies
13. Politics of Charter Schools: Competing National Advocacy Coalitions Meet Local Politics. Examines the politics of charter schools at the local, state, and national levels. Describes both the support for and resistance to charters. 14. Policy Implementation and Evaluation. Focuses on the implementation of policy by examining two major current reforms: state-level school choice (vouchers and charter schools) and the federal-level school-improvement policy (No Child Left Behind legislation). Considers evaluation of policy, to answer the question, Did the policy work?
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Dr. Kirst received his Ph.D. in political economy and government from Harvard. Before joining the Stanford University faculty, Dr. Kirst held several positions with the federal government, including Staff Director of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Manpower, Employment and Poverty. He was a former president of the California State Board of Education. His book From High School to College with Andrea Venezia was published by Jossey Bass in 2004. The political dynamics of American education. FM Wirt, MW Kirst. McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1997. A project of the American Educational Research Association. J Murphy, KS Louis. Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 350 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94104, 1999. 260. 1999. A perspective on education in Hong Kong: Report by a visiting panel. J Llewellyn, G Hancock, M Kirst, K Roeloffs. Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1982. 224. 1982. Inequitable opportunities: How current education systems and policies undermine the chances for student persistence and success in college. A Venezia, MW Kirst. Educational Policy 19 (2), 283-307, 2005. Americans today live in a political era that is marked by angry rhetoric and a willingness to use violence to achieve ends. This zeitgeist is clearly leaving its mark on the college campus, as evidenced by the violent kerfuffle at Middlebury College: Murray spoke at Middlebury 10 years ago without incident; now, his presence on campus spurred chants, shoves, and a concussion. We were committed to letting him speak, Burger said. We believe that the highest calling of higher education is to explore the free expression of ideas without intimidation. In an interview, Murray agreed that it is a mistake to characterize the entire academic community as opposed to open discourse.